GREEN OAKS SCHOOL SPIRIT WEAR
TO SEE FULL COLOR LOGO’S GO TO YOUR WEEKLY GREEN OAKS ANNOUNCEMENT EMAIL
QUESTIONS EMAIL CRYSTAL: GREENOAKSDINNER@GMAIL.COM

CLOTHING COLOR OPTIONS
BLACK - GREEN - GREY

YOUTH SHIRTS
A & B = $12
C, D & E = $14
F(no grey) = $18
G(no green) = $18

YOUTH CREW
NECK SWEATSHIRTS
A&B = $24
C, D & E = $25
F(no grey) = $28
G(no green) = $28

ADULT SHIRTS
A&B = $15
C, D & E = $18
F(no grey) = $20
G(no green) = $20

ADULT HOODED SWEATSHIRTS
A&B = $38
C, D & E = $40
F(no grey) = $42
G(no green) = $42

YOUTH HOODED SWEATSHIRTS
A&B = $36
C, D & E = $38
F(no grey) = $40
G(no green) = $40

WOMEN’S V-NECK SHIRT
PRICES ARE ON ORDER FORM

Green Oaks
EAR WARMERS = $12
3.5” PIG TAIL = $9
6” BOW = $5
4” FLOWER = $4

Spirit wear orders are due Friday October 17th